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ABSTRACT 

Visual cryptography (VC) has emerged as a pivotal solution for secure information transmission, leveraging its 

unique capability to encrypt images in a user-friendly and accessible manner. This survey paper provides an in-depth 

analysis of various VC methods, highlighting their distinct encryption and decryption techniques, applicability, and 

security levels. The study delves into the technical specifications of each VC type, offering insights into secret image 

formats, the number of secret images used, types of shares, pixel expansion, and complexity. Significant attention is 

given to the practical applications of VC, ranging from secure document verification and anti-counterfeiting measures 

to digital watermarking and online data protection. The paper also identifies key challenges in the field, such as image 

quality retention post-decryption, computational efficiency, and scalability. Future prospects of VC are explored, 

particularly its potential integration with emerging technologies like AI and blockchain. This survey aims to provide a 

comprehensive understanding of VC’s current state, its diverse applications, and the future possibilities, making it a 

valuable resource for researchers and practitioners in the field of data security and cryptography. 

Keywords: visual cryptography; information security; encryption techniques; digital watermarking; cryptographic 

applications 

1. Introduction 

In the realm of information communication, the digital era has 

significantly revolutionized the way we exchange data. With this 

revolution comes the paramount importance of information security, 

as the protection of sensitive data against unauthorized access and 

manipulation is crucial in a world where cyber threats are constantly 

evolving. Encryption and decryption are the twin pillars of 

information security. Encryption is the process of converting plain, 

understandable information into an unintelligible form, thereby 

preventing unauthorized access. Decryption, on the other hand, is 

the process of converting this encrypted data back into its original 
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form, making it comprehensible again. Traditional cryptography has long harnessed these processes, relying 

on complex algorithms and keys for secure data transmission. 

However, traditional cryptography, which typically encrypts text or binary data, faces unique challenges 

when applied to images. This is due to the large size of image files and their high redundancy, which often 

makes traditional encryption methods computationally intensive and less effective. Visual cryptography, 

introduced by Naor and Shamir in 1994, presents an innovative solution specifically tailored for images. 

Unlike traditional cryptography, which operates in a digital realm requiring computational decryption, visual 

cryptography encrypts visual information by dividing an image into shares. When superimposed, these 

shares reveal the original image, allowing for decryption through the human visual system without the need 

for complex computational processes[1]. 

The key difference between traditional cryptography and visual cryptography lies in their approach to 

encryption and decryption. Traditional methods encrypt data as a whole and require a cryptographic key for 

decryption[1,2]. Visual cryptography, on the other hand, employs a more straightforward, yet equally secure 

method, particularly well-suited for images. It leverages the unique properties of visual information, making 

it an ideal choice for securing images. By splitting an image into multiple shares that individually reveal no 

information, visual cryptography ensures that only the correct combination of shares can unveil the original 

image, thus maintaining confidentiality and integrity in a visually intuitive manner. Further, the basic visual 

cryptography scheme, a binary or black-and-white form conceptualized by Naor and Shamir, exemplifies the 

effectiveness of this method. It is a testament to how visual cryptography can provide high-level security for 

images, while being simple to implement and understand[3]. 

In the following section, we examine the fundamental aspects of visual cryptography, focusing on its 

core principles and operational methods. This includes an in-depth analysis of how visual cryptography 

encrypts and decrypts images, differentiating it from conventional cryptographic approaches. Emphasis is 

placed on understanding the foundational elements of this field, highlighting its critical role in enhancing 

information security. 

2. Fundamentals of visual cryptography 

2.1. Definition and basic concepts 

Visual cryptography is a cryptographic technique which allows the encryption of visual information 

such that the decryption can be performed using the human visual system, without the need for complex 

computational algorithms. The fundamental concept was introduced by Moni Naor and Adi Shamir in 

1994[1]. It involves splitting a secret image into multiple shares (also known as transparencies or layers). 

These shares, when stacked together, reveal the original image, but when viewed individually, they do not 

disclose any discernible information about the original image. 

This method is unique in its approach as it mainly focuses on visual data, primarily images, and the 

decryption process does not require any special cryptographic computations or tools, other than the human 

eye or a simple physical superimposition. Traditional cryptography is designed to encrypt all forms of data, 

including text and numerical data, whereas visual cryptography is specifically tailored for visual information 

like images and graphics. While both traditional and visual cryptography aim to secure information, the 

security principle in visual cryptography is based on the inability to decipher the secret without the correct 

combination of shares, rather than the complexity of a decryption algorithm[4]. In this paper, a comprehensive 

analysis of visual cryptography (VC) has been conducted. It has been uncovered that VC, while facilitating 

ease of use and secure information transmission without computational means, also confronts challenges 

such as image quality degradation and pixel expansion. Significant advancements in VC, addressing these 

issues, have been highlighted, enhancing its practical applications. The growing relevance of VC in secure 
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communication, particularly in scenarios where digital methods are infeasible, is emphasized. Moreover, the 

integration of VC with advanced technologies and its evolving role in data security have been explored. 

Visual cryptography offers a unique and user-friendly approach to secure information in a visual format. Its 

simplicity in decryption and the keyless operation makes it distinct and advantageous for specific 

applications, especially where traditional computational decryption is impractical or undesirable. 

2.2. The role of encryption and decryption in visual cryptography 

In visual cryptography, encryption is the process of converting a clear image into several non-revealing, 

seemingly random shares. This is achieved by dividing the original image into pieces, each holding partial 

and obscured information. Unlike traditional cryptographic methods, this process doesn’t rely on complex 

computational algorithms but instead uses simple operations like pixel manipulation[4]. Each share 

individually appears as random noise, ensuring that no single piece can reveal the content of the original 

image. The strength of this encryption lies in its simplicity and the randomness of the shares, which 

collectively secure the information but individually reveal nothing discernible. 

Decryption in visual cryptography is uniquely straightforward and non-technical. It involves the 

physical overlaying of the encrypted shares[5]. When aligned and stacked correctly, the hidden image 

emerges, decipherable to the human eye without any computational tools or cryptographic keys. This 

reliance on the human visual system for decryption sets visual cryptography apart from traditional methods, 

emphasizing its accessibility and ease of use[6]. The integrity of the original image is preserved during 

decryption, as there is no computational alteration or compression involved. This method’s simplicity and 

immediate decryption capability make visual cryptography an ideal choice for applications requiring quick 

and user-friendly secure information processing, such as in secure document handling and identity 

verification[7]. 

In the next section, we delve into the diverse types of visual cryptography, offering a detailed 

exploration of the various methods and their unique characteristics. This part of the paper categorizes and 

describes different forms of visual cryptography, including basic, extended, color, and several other 

specialized types. Each category is examined for its specific encryption techniques, applicability, and the 

unique challenges it addresses in the realm of secure visual data transmission. This comprehensive overview 

aims to provide a clear understanding of the range and versatility of visual cryptography methods, illustrating 

their significance and utility in different contexts. 

3. Types of visual cryptography 

This section is dedicated to unravelling the multitude of techniques within the realm of visual 

cryptography, each distinguished by its unique approach to encrypting and decrypting visual data. From the 

foundational basic visual cryptography scheme to more advanced forms like color and quantum visual 

cryptography, this section aims to dissect the nuances of each type, providing clarity on their specific 

methodologies, use-cases, and the distinct challenges they address. This exploration not only highlights the 

diversity and adaptability of visual cryptography but also underscores its broad applicability across different 

domains of information security. 

In visual cryptography, the supported types of visual cryptography (VC) are determined by the type of 

images used as input. There are three primary categories: binary visual cryptography, grayscale visual 

cryptography, and color visual cryptography. Each category corresponds to the type of images employed in 

the VC process. Binary visual cryptography utilizes binary (black and white) images as input, grayscale 

visual cryptography works with grayscale images, and color visual cryptography operates with full-color 

images. These distinctions in image types influence the characteristics and applications of the respective VC 

schemes, allowing for a diverse range of secure image sharing and decryption techniques. For a detailed 
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overview of visual cryptography schemes on various types of images, refer to Table 1. 

Table 1. Visual cryptography schemes on various type of images. 

Binary images Grayscale images Color images 

Basic VCS 
Extended VCS 
Random Grid VC 
Multi-Secret VC 

Progressive VC 
Region-Incrementing VC 
Rotational VC 
Threshold VC 
Asymmetric VC 
Noiseless VC 
Dynamic VC 
Cheating Immune VC 

Share-permutation VC 
Natural Image-based VC 
Watermarking with VC 
Optimal Contrast VC 
Cross Folding VC 
Hierarchical VC 
Lossy VC 
Lossless VC 

Scalable VC 
Frameless VC 
Steganographic VC 
Adaptive VC 
Text-based VC 
VC with Pixel Expansion 
Circular VC 
Matrix Encoding VC 

Animated VC 
Perspective-based VC 
Hybrid VC 
Fourier Transform-based VC 
Time-based VC 
VC for Biometric Security 
Overlay VC 
Moiré Pattern VC 

Halftone VC 
Random Grid VC 
Multi-Secret VC 
Progressive VC 

Region-Incrementing VC 
Rotational VC 
Threshold VC 
Asymmetric VC 
Noiseless VC 
Dynamic VC 
Cheating Immune VC 
Share-permutation VC 

Natural Image-based VC 
Watermarking with VC 
Optimal Contrast VC 
Cross Folding VC 
Hierarchical VC 
Lossy VC 
Lossless VC 
Scalable VC 

Frameless VC 
Steganographic VC 
Adaptive VC 
Text-based VC 
VC with Pixel Expansion 
Circular VC 
Matrix Encoding VC 
Animated VC 

Perspective-based VC 
Hybrid VC 
Fourier Transform-based VC 
Time-based VC 
VC for Biometric Security 
Overlay VC 
Moiré Pattern VC 
Semantic VC 

Extended VCS 
Color VC 
Random Grid VC 
Multi-Secret VC 

Progressive VC 
Region-Incrementing VC 
Rotational VC 
Threshold VC 
Asymmetric VC 
Noiseless VC 
Dynamic VC 
Cheating Immune VC 

Share-permutation VC 
Natural Image-based VC 
Watermarking with VC 
Optimal Contrast VC 
Cross Folding VC 
Hierarchical VC 
Lossy VC 
Lossless VC 

Scalable VC 
Frameless VC 
Steganographic VC 
Adaptive VC 
Text-based VC 
VC with Pixel Expansion 
Circular VC 
Matrix Encoding VC 

Animated VC 
Perspective-based VC 
Hybrid VC 
Fourier Transform-based VC 
Time-based VC 
VC for Biometric Security 
Overlay VC 
Moiré Pattern VC 
Semantic VC 

1) Basic visual cryptography scheme (VCS) 

Basic VCS is the foundational model of visual cryptography, splitting an image into shares that reveal 

the original image when overlaid. It is known for its simplicity and effectiveness in encrypting binary 

images[1]. 

2) Extended visual cryptography scheme 

Unlike the basic model, which is limited to monochrome images, extended VCS can handle more 

complex images, including grayscale and full-color images. This significantly broadens the applicability of 

the technique, as most real-world images are in color or grayscale. Extended VCS also involves creating and 

managing a larger number of shares, or allowing for more flexible schemes in how these shares are 

combined to reconstruct the original image[2]. 

3) Halftone visual cryptography 

Halftone visual cryptography uses halftone techniques to create shares of grayscale images, allowing for 

more detailed image encryption while maintaining the visual quality in the decrypted image[3]. 

4) Color visual cryptography 
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Color visual cryptography specializes in encrypting color images, maintaining the original colors in the 

shares which, when overlaid, reveal the color image with high fidelity[4]. 

5) Random grid visual cryptography 

This random grid visual cryptography (RGVC) is a variant of visual cryptography that introduces an 

additional layer of randomness to the process of encrypting and decrypting images. This method is designed 

to enhance the security and robustness of the traditional visual cryptography scheme[5]. 

6) Multi-secret visual cryptography 

Multi-secret visual cryptography allows for multiple secret images to be encrypted within the same set 

of shares, enabling a complex layering of information in a single cryptographic process[6]. 

7) Progressive visual cryptography 

Progressive visual cryptography gradually reveals more information about the image as more shares are 

superimposed, providing a staged decryption process and enhanced control over information release[7]. 

8) Region-incrementing visual cryptography 

This method focuses on incrementally revealing specific regions of an image, allowing for selective 

encryption and decryption of different parts of an image for varied levels of access[8]. 

9) Rotational visual cryptography 

Rotational visual cryptography requires the shares to be rotated to specific angles for decryption, adding 

a physical interaction element to the decryption process for enhanced security[9]. 

10) Threshold visual cryptography 

In threshold visual cryptography, a minimum number of shares are required to decrypt the image 

otherwise it won’t reveal the image, making it ideal for scenarios where controlled access is necessary. 

Traditional VC involves splitting an image into two or more shares. When these shares are physically 

overlaid, the original image is revealed. Typically, this is done with binary images (black and white). 

Threshold visual cryptography is an extension of the basic concept. It involves dividing an image into n 

shares, where a specific k number of shares (where k ≤ n) is needed to reconstruct the image. This is known 

as a (k, n) threshold scheme[10]. 

11) Asymmetric visual cryptography 

This type introduces an asymmetric aspect, where different keys (shares) are used for encryption and 

decryption, enhancing security and control over the distribution of decryption capabilities[11]. 

12) Noiseless visual cryptography 

Noiseless visual cryptography aims to reduce the noise (random patterns) in the shares, resulting in 

clearer decrypted images and better visual quality[12]. 

13) Dynamic visual cryptography 

Dynamic visual cryptography allows for changes in the encrypted image over time or under different 

conditions, adding a temporal dimension to the visual cryptographic process[13]. 

14) Cheating immune visual cryptography 

This method includes mechanisms to prevent cheating, ensuring that the decrypted image cannot be 

manipulated or falsely represented by any of the shareholders[14]. 

15) Share-permutation visual cryptography 

In share-permutation visual cryptography, the decryption process involves not only overlaying but also 
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permuting the shares in a specific order, adding a layer of complexity to the decryption process[15]. 

16) Natural image-based visual cryptography 

This technique is tailored for encrypting natural images (like photographs), maintaining high visual 

quality and realistic representation in both shares and decrypted images[16]. 

17) Watermarking with visual cryptography 

This method integrates visual cryptography with watermarking, allowing for secret images to be 

embedded as watermarks in a host image, providing both security and image authentication[17]. 

18) Optimal contrast visual cryptography 

Optimal contrast visual cryptography focuses on maximizing the contrast in the decrypted image, 

ensuring that the revealed image is as clear and discernible as possible[18]. 

19) Cross folding visual cryptography 

This innovative approach involves folding the shares in specific ways to reveal the hidden image, 

introducing a physical manipulation aspect to the decryption process[19]. 

20) Hierarchical visual cryptography 

Hierarchical visual cryptography encrypts multiple images at different levels, where each level of 

overlaying shares reveals a different image, allowing for layered security and information dissemination[20]. 

21) Lossy visual cryptography 

Lossy visual cryptography compresses the image during the encryption process, resulting in smaller 

share sizes but with some loss of image quality upon decryption[21]. 

22) Lossless visual cryptography 

This method ensures that there is no loss of image quality in the encryption and decryption process, 

preserving the original image quality in the decrypted output[22]. 

23) Scalable visual cryptography 

Scalable visual cryptography allows for the cryptographic process to be adjusted based on the size or 

resolution of the input image, making it adaptable to various image sizes and qualities[23]. 

24) Frameless visual cryptography 

Frameless visual cryptography does away with the need for aligning frames or borders in the shares, 

allowing for more flexible and user-friendly decryption processes[24]. 

25) Steganographic visual cryptography 

This type combines visual cryptography with steganography, hiding information within the shares in a 

way that is not visible until decryption, providing an additional layer of secrecy[25]. 

26) Adaptive visual cryptography 

Adaptive visual cryptography adjusts its encryption technique based on the content of the image, 

ensuring optimal encryption for different types of images and information[26]. 

27) Text-based visual cryptography 

Specifically designed for encrypting text, this method ensures that the text remains legible and clear in 

the decrypted output, even after being split into shares[27]. 

28) Visual cryptography with pixel expansion 
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This technique involves expanding the pixels during the encryption process, which can result in larger 

shares but often leads to clearer decrypted images[28]. 

29) Circular visual cryptography 

Circular visual cryptography utilizes circular patterns in the shares, requiring a circular alignment for 

decryption, adding a unique geometric aspect to the cryptographic process[29]. 

30) Matrix encoding visual cryptography 

This method uses matrix encoding techniques for encryption, allowing for more complex and secure 

cryptographic processes, often used in more advanced applications[30]. 

31) Animated visual cryptography 

Animated visual cryptography is designed for encrypting animated images or sequences, maintaining 

the animation in both the shares and the decrypted output[31]. 

32) Quantum visual cryptography 

Quantum visual cryptography leverages principles of quantum mechanics, offering extremely high 

security levels and is primarily used in advanced and high-security applications[32]. 

33) Perspective-based Visual Cryptography 

This type encrypts images in a way that requires viewing the shares from specific perspectives or angles 

to decrypt the image, adding a spatial dimension to the decryption process[33]. 

34) Hybrid visual cryptography 

Hybrid visual cryptography combines elements of different visual cryptography techniques, offering a 

versatile and robust approach suitable for complex encryption needs[34]. 

35) Fourier transform-based visual cryptography 

This method employs Fourier transforms in the encryption process, making it suitable for applications 

requiring frequency domain analysis and complex image manipulations[35]. 

36) Time-based visual cryptography 

Time-based visual cryptography introduces a temporal aspect, where the decryption or the clarity of the 

decrypted image changes over time or under specific conditions[36]. 

37) 3D visual cryptography 

3D visual cryptography is tailored for encrypting three-dimensional images, maintaining the 3D aspect 

in both the shares and the decrypted output[37]. 

38) Visual cryptography for biometric security 

This specialized form is used for encrypting biometric data, ensuring high security and fidelity for 

sensitive biometric information like fingerprints or facial recognition data[38]. 

39) Overlay visual cryptography 

Overlay visual cryptography requires the precise overlaying of shares to decrypt the image, focusing on 

alignment and superimposition techniques for effective decryption[39]. 

40) Moiré pattern visual cryptography 

This type utilizes Moiré patterns in the shares, which, when overlaid, produce a distinct Moiré effect 

that reveals the hidden image, adding an artistic dimension to the process[40]. 

41) Semantic visual cryptography 
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Semantic visual cryptography embeds meaningful patterns or images in the shares, which can provide 

additional context or information, enhancing the utility and applicability of the cryptographic process[41–44]. 

In the next section, we conduct a comparative analysis of different visual cryptography types. This 

analysis focuses on contrasting their encryption methods, decryption processes, and applicability. We aim to 

elucidate the unique features and limitations of each type, providing a clear perspective on their suitability 

for various security needs in a concise and informative manner. 

4. Comparative analysis of visual cryptography schemes 

In this section, we delve into a detailed examination of the various methods employed in visual 

cryptography. Through a comparative study, we aim to highlight the unique characteristics of each 

technique, from simple to complex systems. By focusing on crucial aspects like encryption and decryption 

methods, applicability, and security levels, our goal is to offer a clear and comprehensive insight into the 

strengths and weaknesses of each approach. This analysis will be instrumental for researchers and 

practitioners in selecting the appropriate visual cryptography method for their specific requirements. 

Table 2 provides a comprehensive overview of various visual cryptography schemes, focusing on their 

general characteristics and functionalities. This table is crucial for understanding the diverse methods 

employed in visual cryptography, each tailored for specific applications and security needs. 

⚫ Encryption method: This column outlines the technique each type uses to encrypt the image, which is 

fundamental to understanding the operational mechanism of each method[7]. 

⚫ Decryption method: It details how the encrypted data is decrypted or revealed, highlighting the 

practicality and ease of the decryption process[4]. 

⚫ Applicability: This provides insights into the types of images or data each cryptography method is best 

suited for, allowing researchers to identify the most appropriate technique for different use cases[39]. 

⚫ Security level: This crucial aspect compares the relative security provided by each method, giving an 

idea of which techniques are more secure and under what circumstances[21]. These categories are often 

used to classify the degree of protection required for data or systems based on their sensitivity and the 

potential impact of a security breach. Here’s a general overview of each: Low security typically 

indicates a baseline level of protection. It is applied to data or systems where the potential impact of a 

breach is minimal. Moderate security is a step above low security and is suited for data or systems 

where the impact of a security breach is moderate and would cause a limited level of harm or disruption. 

High security is applied to data or systems where the impact of a security breach would be significant. 

This level is for protecting sensitive or valuable information. The highest level of security is reserved 

for the most sensitive and critical data or systems, where the impact of a breach would be severe or 

catastrophic. 

⚫ Special features: It highlights unique attributes or advantages of each cryptography type, offering a 

quick reference to their distinctive capabilities or applications[33]. 

Table 2. Comparative analysis of visual cryptography schemes. 

Type of visual 

cryptography 

Encryption 

method 

Decryption method Applicability Security 

level 

Special features 

Basic VCS[1] Splitting shares Physical overlay Binary Moderate Simplicity 

Extended VCS[2] Enhanced 
splitting 

Physical overlay Binary/color High Higher security 

Color VC[3] Color layering Physical overlay Color Moderate Color encryption 

Halftone VC[4] Halftoning Physical overlay Grayscale Low Visual appeal 

Random Grid VC[5] Grid patterns Physical overlay Binary/grayscale/color High Randomization 
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Table 2. (Continued). 

Type of visual 

cryptography 

Encryption 

method 

Decryption method Applicability Security 

level 

Special features 

Multi-Secret VC[6] Multiple splits Physical overlay Binary/grayscale/color High Multiple secrets 

Progressive VC[7] Incremental 
reveal 

Physical overlay Binary/grayscale/color Moderate Progressive reveal 

Region-Incrementing 
VC[8] 

Regional division Physical overlay Binary/grayscale/color Moderate Regional emphasis 

Rotational VC[9] Rotation-based Physical rotation Binary/grayscale/color Moderate Rotational reveal 

Threshold VC[10] Threshold splits Physical overlay Binary/grayscale/color High Threshold-specific 

Asymmetric VC[11] Asymmetric keys Physical overlay Binary/grayscale/color High Asymmetric 
security 

Noiseless VC[12] Noise reduction Physical overlay Binary/grayscale/color Moderate Less noise 

Dynamic VC[13] Dynamic changes Physical overlay Binary/grayscale/color High Dynamic updates 

Cheating Immune 
VC[14] 

Anti-cheating Physical overlay Binary/grayscale/color High Cheating 
prevention 

Share-permutation 
VC[15] 

Share 
permutation 

Physical overlay Binary/grayscale/color High Permutation 
complexity 

Natural Image-based 
VC[16] 

Natural patterns Physical overlay Binary/grayscale/color Moderate Realistic patterns 

Watermarking with 
VC[17] 

Watermark 
insertion 

Physical overlay Binary/grayscale/color Moderate Watermarking 

Optimal Contrast 
VC[18] 

Contrast 
adjustment 

Physical overlay Binary/grayscale/color High Enhanced contrast 

Cross Folding VC[19] Folding technique Physical folding Binary/grayscale/color Moderate Folding mechanics 

Hierarchical VC[20] Hierarchical 
layers 

Physical overlay Binary/grayscale/color High Layered security 

Lossy VC[21] Lossy 
compression 

Physical overlay Binary/grayscale/color Low Data reduction 

Lossless VC[22] Lossless 
compression 

Physical overlay Binary/grayscale/color High Data integrity 

Scalable VC[23] Scalability Physical overlay Binary/grayscale/color Moderate Scalable solutions 

Frameless VC[24] Frameless design Physical overlay Binary/grayscale/color Moderate No frame 
constraints 

Steganographic VC[25] Hidden layers Physical overlay Binary/grayscale/color High Hidden 
information 

Adaptive VC[26] Adaptive patterns Physical overlay Binary/grayscale/color High Adaptivity 

Text-based VC[27] Text splitting Physical overlay Binary/grayscale/color Moderate Text-focused 

VC with Pixel 
Expansion[28] 

Pixel expansion Physical overlay Binary/grayscale/color Moderate Expanded pixels 

Circular VC[29] Circular patterns Physical overlay Binary/grayscale/color Moderate Circular design 

Matrix Encoding VC[30] Matrix encoding Physical overlay Binary/grayscale/color High Matrix complexity 

Animated VC[31] Frame-based Physical overlay Binary/grayscale/color Moderate Animation support 

Quantum VC[32] Quantum 
principles 

Quantum methods Quantum Very High Quantum 
mechanics 

Perspective-based 
VC[44] 

Perspective 
change 

Physical overlay Binary/grayscale/color Moderate Perspective shift 

Hybrid VC[34] Mixed techniques Physical overlay Binary/grayscale/color High Hybrid approach 

Fourier Transform-
based VC[35] 

Fourier transform Computational Binary/grayscale/color High Frequency domain 

Time-based VC[36] Time constraints Physical overlay Binary/grayscale/color High Time-dependent 
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Table 2. (Continued). 

Type of visual 

cryptography 

Encryption 

method 

Decryption method Applicability Security 

level 

Special features 

3D VC[37] 3D layering 3D overlay 3D High 3D representation 

VC for Biometric 
Security[38] 

Biometric 
patterns 

Physical overlay Binary/grayscale/color High Biometric focus 

Overlay VC[39] Layering Physical overlay Binary/grayscale/color Moderate Overlay technique 

Moiré Pattern VC[40] Moiré patterns Physical overlay Binary/grayscale/color Moderate Moiré effects 

Semantic VC[41] Meaningful 
patterns 

Physical overlay / 
Computational 

Grayscale/color Moderate Semantic 
embedding 

The Table 3 serves as a guide for researchers and practitioners to assess and compare the various visual 

cryptography techniques, aiding in the selection of the most appropriate method for their specific needs and 

constraints. 

Table 3. Technical specifications of visual cryptography schemes. 

Type of visual cryptography Secret image 

format 

No. of secret 

images 

Type of shares Pixel 

expansion 

Complexity 

Basic VCS[1] Binary 1 Binary Yes Moderate 

Extended VCS[2] All formats Multiple Binary/color Yes High 

Color VC[3] Color 1 or more Color Yes Moderate 

Halftone VC[4] Grayscale 1 Grayscale Yes Low 

Random Grid VC[5] All formats 1 or more Binary/grayscale/color Yes High 

Multi-Secret VC[6] All formats Multiple Binary/grayscale/color Yes High 

Progressive VC[7] All formats 1 or more Binary/grayscale/color Yes Moderate 

Region-Incrementing VC[8] All formats 1 or more Binary/grayscale/color Yes Moderate 

Rotational VC[9] All formats 1 Binary/grayscale/color Yes Moderate 

Threshold VC[10] All formats 1 or more Binary/grayscale/color Yes High 

Asymmetric VC[11] All formats Multiple Binary/grayscale/color Yes High 

Noiseless VC[12] All formats 1 Binary/grayscale/color Yes Moderate 

Dynamic VC[13] All formats 1 or more Binary/grayscale/color Yes High 

Cheating Immune VC[14] All formats Multiple Binary/grayscale/color Yes High 

Share-permutation VC[15] All formats Multiple Binary/grayscale/color Yes High 

Natural Image-based VC[16] Natural images 1 or more Binary/grayscale/color Yes Moderate 

Watermarking with VC[17] All formats 1 Binary/grayscale/color Yes Moderate 

Optimal Contrast VC[18] All formats 1 or more Binary/grayscale/color Yes High 

Cross Folding VC[19] All formats 1 or more Binary/grayscale/color Yes Moderate 

Hierarchical VC[20] All formats Multiple Binary/grayscale/color Yes High 

Lossy VC[21] All formats 1 Binary/grayscale/color Yes Low 

Lossless VC[22] All formats 1 Binary/grayscale/color Yes High 

Scalable VC[23] All formats 1 or more Binary/grayscale/color Yes Moderate 

Frameless VC[24] All formats 1 or more Binary/grayscale/color Yes Moderate 

Steganographic VC[25] All formats 1 or more Binary/grayscale/color Yes High 

Adaptive VC[26] All formats 1 or more Binary/grayscale/color Yes High 

Text-based VC[27] Text 1 Binary/grayscale/color Yes Moderate 

VC with Pixel Expansion[28] All formats 1 or more Binary/grayscale/color Yes Moderate 
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Table 3. (Continued). 

Type of visual cryptography Secret image 

format 

No. of secret 

images 

Type of shares Pixel 

expansion 

Complexity 

Circular VC[29] All formats 1 or more Binary/grayscale/color Yes Moderate 

Matrix Encoding VC[30] All formats Multiple Binary/grayscale/color Yes High 

Animated VC[31] Animated images Multiple Binary/grayscale/color Yes Moderate 

Quantum VC[32] Quantum data 1 or more Quantum No Very High 

Perspective-based VC[44] All formats 1 or more Binary/grayscale/color Yes Moderate 

Hybrid VC[34] All formats Multiple Binary/grayscale/color Yes High 

Fourier Transform-based VC[35] All formats 1 or more Binary/grayscale/color Yes High 

Time-based VC[36] All formats 1 or more Binary/grayscale/color Yes High 

3D VC[37] 3D images 1 or more 3D Yes High 

VC for Biometric Security[38] Biometric images 1 Binary/grayscale/color Yes High 

Overlay VC[39] All formats 1 or more Binary/grayscale/color Yes Moderate 

Moiré Pattern VC[40] All formats 1 or more Binary/grayscale/color Yes Moderate 

Semantic VC[42,43] All formats 1 or more Grayscale/color Yes Moderate 

Table 3 dives deeper into the technical aspects of various visual cryptography methods. This detailed 

breakdown is essential for researchers who require a more technical understanding of these systems. 

(1) Secret image format: This column indicates the format of the image that can be encrypted using each 

method, which is crucial for understanding the compatibility of each technique with different types of 

data[41]. 

(2) No. of secret images: It provides information on how many secret images can be encrypted, which is 

vital for methods involving multiple layers or levels of encryption[12]. 

(3) Type of shares: This specifies the nature of the shares or layers produced by each encryption method, a 

key factor in understanding the method’s operational dynamics[32]. 

(4) Pixel expansion: It indicates whether a particular method results in pixel expansion, an important 

consideration in terms of the final image size and quality[21]. 

(5) Complexity: This column assesses the overall complexity of each method, encompassing factors like 

computational intensity and ease of implementation[5]. 

By providing a detailed technical analysis of various visual cryptography methods, Table 2 assists 

researchers and developers in understanding the intricacies and technical challenges associated with each 

technique. This understanding is crucial for developing, implementing, or enhancing visual cryptography 

systems. 

The subsequent section addresses areas requiring enhancement in visual cryptography. It underscores 

the need for improved image quality post-decryption, enhanced computational efficiency, user-friendly 

decryption processes, and adaptable scalability to bolster the field’s effectiveness and practicality. 

5. Improvements needed in visual cryptography 

In the realm of visual cryptography, while significant advancements have been made, there are several 

areas where improvements are needed. This analysis report identifies key points that require enhancement to 

further the effectiveness and applicability of visual cryptography in various fields. 

(1) Image quality post-decryption: Many visual cryptography methods, particularly those involving pixel 

expansion or lossy techniques, result in a noticeable degradation of image quality. Research into 

methods that maintain or enhance image fidelity post-decryption is crucial[23,26]. 
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(2) Computational efficiency: Some advanced visual cryptography methods, like Fourier transform-based 

or quantum visual cryptography, require significant computational resources. Optimizing these methods 

for greater efficiency can broaden their practical application, especially in resource-constrained 

environments[25,32]. 

(3) User accessibility and convenience: The decryption process in some methods, such as those requiring 

precise alignment or rotational adjustments, can be user-unfriendly. Improvements in user interface 

design and the development of more intuitive decryption processes would enhance usability[18]. 

(4) Scalability and adaptability: Visual cryptography methods need to be adaptable to various image sizes 

and resolutions. Research into scalable solutions that can efficiently handle high-resolution images 

without substantial resource demands is necessary[22]. 

(5) Color image processing: While there has been progress in color visual cryptography, challenges remain 

in accurately encrypting and decrypting color images without loss of quality or color fidelity. Enhanced 

techniques for color image processing are needed[38]. 

(6) Security against emerging threats: As cyber threats evolve; visual cryptography must also adapt. This 

includes developing methods that are resistant to quantum computing threats and advanced 

cryptographic attacks[32]. 

(7) Integration with other technologies: Exploring the integration of visual cryptography with emerging 

technologies like blockchain and AI can open up new avenues for secure data transmission and 

storage[24]. 

(8) Environmental and economic considerations: Methods that require physical printing and overlaying of 

transparencies should consider environmental impact. Developing eco-friendly and cost-effective 

solutions is important for sustainable practice[12]. 

(9) Standardization and interoperability: There is a need for standardization in visual cryptography methods 

to ensure interoperability across different platforms and technologies[8–10]. 

(10) Educational and training resources: Increasing awareness and understanding of visual cryptography 

through educational resources and training programs can enhance its adoption in various sectors. 

(11) Research on biometric data security: With the increasing use of biometrics for security, research on 

visual cryptography methods tailored for biometric data is essential to ensure robust protection against 

identity theft and fraud. 

(12) Legal and ethical considerations: Addressing legal and ethical issues related to privacy and data 

protection in the application of visual cryptography is paramount. 

While visual cryptography offers a unique and effective means of securing data, continuous research 

and development are required to address these improvement areas. By tackling these challenges, visual 

cryptography can be more widely and effectively used in various sectors, ranging from secure 

communications to digital rights management. 

6. Applications of visual cryptography in modern technology 

Visual cryptography finds its applications in a myriad of fields, each leveraging its unique ability to 

secure visual information in a user-friendly and accessible manner. One of the most prominent applications 

is in the realm of secure document verification, such as passports, ID cards, and banknotes. This technology 

is used to embed hidden images or text that only become visible under specific conditions, thereby providing 

an effective anti-counterfeiting measure. The simplicity of overlaying shares to reveal confidential 

information also makes visual cryptography an ideal choice for quick and secure verification processes in 

various security-sensitive environments. 

Another significant application area of visual cryptography is in digital watermarking and 

steganography. It serves as a powerful tool for copyright protection and authentication of digital media. By 
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embedding a watermark or a hidden image within a photograph or video, creators can assert their ownership 

or verify the authenticity of their content. Additionally, visual cryptography is gaining traction in the field of 

online communications and data storage. Secure QR codes, for instance, are being increasingly used for 

encrypting sensitive information such as personal details and transaction data in digital payments and online 

banking. With the growth of online platforms, the potential of visual cryptography in protecting digital assets 

and personal data is immense, promising a more secure digital landscape. 

7. Conclusion 

In summarizing this survey on visual cryptography, it’s clear that this field uniquely blends simplicity 

and security, offering versatile solutions for information protection. From securing official documents to 

enhancing digital media with watermarks, visual cryptography addresses a wide range of security needs. Its 

user-friendly decryption process, relying on the human visual system, makes it exceptionally accessible. 

However, challenges such as image quality, computational efficiency, and scalability need attention to 

broaden its applicability. The future of visual cryptography is promising, especially with potential 

integrations with emerging technologies like AI and blockchain. As digital security becomes increasingly 

paramount, the evolution of visual cryptography will play a critical role in shaping secure data exchange and 

storage methodologies. This survey highlights the need for continuous innovation in this domain, ensuring 

that visual cryptography remains a robust and adaptable tool in the ever-evolving landscape of information 

security. 
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